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Abstract—The system based on formalized teaching with the help of electronic resources is called as E-learning. Using E-Learning in the university education systems has been growing rapidly based on the application of Information Technology (IT) designed for the substitute of traditional based learning approach. In terms of the E-learning based examinations, security constraints such as, identification of the user, misuse the passwords, unauthorized user instead of the authenticated one are available. Because of these disadvantages, the need of an authentication system is very important. The main challenge facing the security of E-learning environment is how to identify the unauthorized users from accessing and managing any platform. Therefore solving the problem of authenticating the valid user is very important. So, an intelligent examination system along with user authentication based on facial expression recognition is proposed in this paper. The proposed system can be classified in to three phases. The first phase is the design of facial database from the captured images. The second phase is the design of Artificial Intelligence (AI) based system for facial feature extraction and its classification using intelligent Agents. The final phase is the authentication of respective users by automatic identification of facial images. The results obtained shows that the proposed methodology has managed to validate the authenticated users and to provide an effective security in the E-learning platform.
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1 Introduction

Information technology has become an important role the field of education. Recently, the E-Learning techniques have rapidly developed and there are many types of E-Learning based methodologies [1-4, 20]. Learning Management methods [7, 9-12] such as the traditional based, online based, and the workplace etc. [3-6] as well for education, through which everyone can perform the examinations. E-learning based on IT has become the necessary resource from which an instructor needs to handle the education because the instructor is the one who can develop the students by improving the skill of searching resources, then to apply them to their day to day activities. E-Learning is a part of the learning activities [16, 17]. It is the easiest method of
accessing the teaching materials especially for the students. It is also a method for connecting the instructors as well as the students. The instructor/lecturer can conduct online based examinations; he/she can evaluate and revert back the students with their marks.

E-Learning platform had some disadvantages such as the administrator or the system can’t recognize the user who is accessing the system. Many E-Learning systems are running with the lack of such security issues. These Security requirements should be addressed by the developers so that, entire data and process of the E-learning will be safe from the threats and risks such as the intrusion and modification of data. These security requirements can also protect the hardware and software which are used in the E-Learning platform. Majority of the risks and threats can be avoided in the E-learning when it is being used by an authorized user. Due to this, the users and administrators of the E-Learning platform emphasizes on an effective user authentication and authorization system for it. Apart from this, the user authentication system also ensures the users identity and it will keep the records of all the users who are trying to access the system for further references.

In this paper, the intelligent agents proposed in this methodology identify the valid user by capturing the photos of the user, extracts the features and then compares it with the already extracted features which are present in the database. Based on the classification of features, the system will decide the user and will automatically allow the authorized user and also blocks the un-authorized users from accessing the system.

1.1 Objectives of the proposed methodology

Main objects of the proposed intelligent based examination system are as follows

- To have an insight into authenticating the users in E-learning platform
- To know various substructures which are used to examine the user authentication system based on intelligent agents. This includes studying its operational characteristics and the working environment.
- To design an intelligent based methodology for evaluating it.
- Modification of the current authentication system in E-Learning based on the proposed methodology.

This paper is organized as follows; section 2 depicts the literature review focusing on various methods proposed by earlier researchers, section 3 discussed the proposed methodology, its phases and the modules along with the system architecture, section 4 depicts the result and discussion section, conclusion and future works are shown in section 5.

2 Literature Review

User Authentication is the process of verifying and authorizing an active user’s identity. Security and user authentication are related in the E-Learning platform since unauthorized user can cause a potential threat to it. The main aim of user
authentication is to ensure that the person who is interacting with the online examination system is a genuine user or not. Various researches have been done in the past [16, 19, 20, 21] to propose user authentication in the online examination system. Image processing is the process of analyzing and manipulating the digitized image, especially in the process of improving its quality. An image processing based user authentication framework is proposed in [11]. These framework aims to propose an authentication model E-learning that can authenticate the users through image processing based methods. This framework has several parts such as the creation of a dataset of faces for evaluating the proposed framework. Then, a histogram equalization process is used to enhance the facial features. Third process is the feature descriptor selection using boosted cascade feature extraction methodology. Then, these extracted features will be saved to database. Final step will be the comparison of extracted features with the features already stores in the database for an effective identification of user.

Authors in [14] used the palm print as input in along with the user name and password as user authentication. Their methodology was a new authentication scheme that incorporates username/password with palm-based biometrics. Their method was good for authentication during the login phase. Merging the knowledge based authentication which contains the username, password along with the biometrics based authentication can use as an excellent transparent authentication scheme. The main drawbacks in this methodology is it requires an additional hardware such as the palm print reader to take the images from palm print and a centralized server to store and process the obtained palm print images. A novel adaptive based user authentication methodology in online examinations was developed in [7]. Their methodology improved the quality of already proposed examination system in [14] by creating a pattern for examination. A pre-assessment of the questions is done so that, the examination can be moderate as well as hard for the students. Answers are also prepared based on the examination pattern. A user authentication stage is also improved in their methodology. In their methodology, the user authentication part is not implemented.

Authors in [15] proposed a novel framework for providing authentication in the online based examinations using voice recognition. In their research, voice of the user is acquired through a microphone so that the user can register for online. This framework is proposed such a way that it can be used for continuous authentication of online users. This framework can be useful for the people who are blind or to the people who can’t use a keyboard in order to interact with the system. The main disadvantage of their proposed framework is that, it is susceptible to impersonation threats since it needs high sensitive voice recognition hardware and a signal processing system. Multiple assessments with formulas are proposed by in [11] in order to create serial examinations and also for evaluating continuously. Their method is based on multiple criteria. Their online based examination system can be used in the bank system. It can be gradually changed dynamically for other examination systems for the students’ learning purposes. Authors in [13] authentication scheme for the online examinations. Their system provides the security to improve on-line examination by utilizing technologies such as biometric authentication, internet-
firewall, cryptography, network protocol and object oriented paradigms. Their methodology targets an online based exam for Basic computer in university courses with students at particular locations, at a fixed time and same questions for all examinees at the restricted physical location of the examinees. In this methodology, combination of camera and a finger print scanner is employed to identify the students. Main disadvantage of their method is when a student or a faculty tries to access the system from different IP’s, and then the system does not allow them to access.

Various researches have been done in the past to propose an effective E-learning system. Different types of online based examinations are developed in the past along with the user authentication system. Majority of the methods didn’t perform well either in terms of additional hardware requirement or in terms of accuracy and its complexity. The biometrics based user authentication is not widely used since they are considered as intrusive and a violation of privacy of personal. In biometric based systems, the biometric data has to be saved in a centralized database. Many biometrics users are reluctant to give out their biometric data because they are worried how their biometric data will be used. Therefore, an efficient effective and external hardware reduced methodology for providing the authentication to user who is trying to access the E-Learning system is a must.

3 Proposed Methodology

Biometrics is a new technology that is used to enhance security in its applications. It is also defined as the identification of a user based on physiological and behavioral characteristics [12] Physiological biometrics are based on the user’s physical characteristics which includes Facial images, facial IR thermograms, Hand (fingerprints, hand geometry, palm prints, hand IR thermograms), Eye (iris and retina), Ear, Skin, Dental, and DNA etc. This paper has used the facial images as Physiological biometrics input. The proposed intelligent authentication system consists of three phases 1) Data acquisition and storage; 2) Facial feature extraction and classification; 3) Comparison of features with the facial database. First phase is the Data acquisition and storage. In this phase, facial images of all the users who are expected to use the proposed system have to be saved in a facial database server. Then the System also asks the user to activate the live camera so that it can scan and detect faces. Second phase is the Facial feature extraction and classification. In this stage, the intelligent agents are used to extract the features from the acquired facial image. This is done by an agent-based image analysis [10, 201] method using AI.

Finally, comparison of the extracted features with the feature database is done to identify the face present which is present online. Overall architecture of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 1. Overall architecture of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1 which accepts the user request through an authentication system. The authentication system is directly connected with the users who are using this intelligent examination system. It accepts the user credentials such as the username and password from the respective users. Users such as the students, teacher and the administrator can access the system using the required credentials.
3.1 Agent based systems:

Agents perform actions based on the information they perceive from their environment [2], [17]. Agents gather information from their environment with the application of physical sensors or software sensors; they use this information to perform certain actions on their environment with the help of effectors or actuators as shown in figure 2 [17], [18], [19]. In this paper, agent-based image analysis is done by using the intelligent agents to determine the correct user. Various AI based agents such as the User interface agents, feature extraction and classification agent, authentication agents and the connection establishment agents were used to identify the faces of the user who is trying to access the system.
3.2 User interface agent

The user interface agent provides personalized assistance to users who are accessing the system. In this framework, main role of the user interface agent is to monitor the functions such as login, editing the profile and setting permission for the users for accessing the system. Login function monitors the users who are accessing the system. It manages the setting permission to different types of users such as the student, teacher or administrator.

3.3 Data acquisition and storage

In this phase, facial images of all the users who are expected to use the proposed system are saved in a facial database server. In order to increase the diversity of the data set, facial images with different deflection angles are included in the facial database. In the method, a facial database is used. The facial data set consists of images of faculties as well as the students along with their names and University registration number. The database consists of frontal face images of the user with deflected angles. Textural features of faces are already extracted for the images and are stored in the database for the process of training the feature extraction and classification agent. The feature extraction and classification agent extracts and classifies the features whether the features belongs to the authenticated user or not.

3.4 Feature extraction and classification agent

Many framework have been proposed in [15, 16, 17] for intelligent agents. Feature extraction is a process that extracts a subset of original features. The feature extraction agents extracts the texture features from the captures input image. A typical feature extraction process consists of four basic steps namely, feature selecon, feature evaluation, stopping criterion, and features as the result. In this method, a well known classifier called as the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [22] was introduced as an automatic facial expression classifier. The support vector machine is an expression classifier which analyses the features as attributes in the data set. This classifier classifies the extracted features with the already stored features in the database. Results of the classifier is wether features are matched or not. Output of the classifier is further passed towards the authentication agent.

Given a set of features $F = \{ f_1, ..., f_i, ..., f_n \}$ the Feature extraction problem finds the texture features based on the following equation:

$$Energy = \sum_{ij} (i,j)^2$$

Algorithm for Feature Extraction

```plaintext
> env = Multi agent Feature Extraction
  Env(Feature_Extracted= F)
  For every image,
  When the features are $(f_1, ..., f_i, ..., f_n)"
```
feature extraction \{g_1(f_1, ..., f_n), ..., g_k(f_1, ..., f_k)\},
Such that,
Calculate \( \text{Energy} = \sum_{i,j} (i,j)^2 \)
then,
\( FS = F; \)
end for
Continue the process for the entire image.

Algorithm for classification

> env = Multi agent Feature Classification
    Env(Feature_Classified = FC)
Compute SVM
Compare F with FS and get FC\text{best}
For i, j=1 to n, do
Begin
FC\text{best} = FC
end
end for

3.5 Authentication Agent

In this section, an AI based intelligent system is used for identify the faces based on the extracted facial features. The algorithm is trained with the features and its respective datasets present in the facial database server. Output of the classifier is given to the authentication agent. The authentication agent authenticates the user and grants permission to access it.

Algorithm for Authentication
Algorithm for authenticating the user and providing access to the system is as follows:

#Algorithm for Authentication Policy
> env = Multi agent Authentication Policy
    Env(User_Access= True or False)
System Access = Granted when AP = TRUE
If AP = <UR, FC, M>
Such that,
( U \in UR, M = M, A = A and FC \in FS);
then,
SA = TRUE;
else,
SA = FALSE;
end if

Algorithm for Accessing the System
#Algorithm for Accessing the System

```python
def Env(Valid_Features, Invalid_Features):
    for every user U in the user set FS
        if FC ∈ U) and
            AP = <UR, A, FS>
            then,
                Access Granted;
            else
                Invalid User;
            end if
    end for
```

## 3.6 Connection establishment agent

When a user request a data, a connection is established between the user and the server side by the connection establishment agent. The credentials of requester such as the user-name/password which is present in the database is then extracted and it is verified from a list of valid user accounts present in it. The information about the established connection will be also stored in the database so that it can be to use for further references. The connection management agent is responsible for maintaining all the established connections which can be further used to retrieve previous data for the respective requests for further access.

Algorithm for connection establishment:

```python
for every user U in the user set UT
    if FC ∈ F) and
        AP = <UR, M, SA>
        then,
            Establish connection;
        else
            No connection;
        End if,
    End for
```

## 3.7 Notations used

Following are the various notations used in the proposed System

- **Action (A)**: Action to be performed based on the user request.
- **Action Type (AT)**: Set of all actions within the system
- **User Set (UT)**: Set of users who can access the files in a file set present in the database. (ex.) {Admin, Student, ...}
**User Role (UR):** Role of the user who is accessing the system.

**User Type (U):** Type of the user who is accessing the system.

**User Credentials (UC):** Username and password of the user who is going to access the system.

**Authentication Policy (AP):** User Credentials for accessing the proposed examination system

\[ AP = \langle UR, FC, M \rangle \]

\( M \) is the mode of operation such as accessing, updating or deleting.

**System Access (SA):** Accessing the proposed examination system by authenticated user.

\[ SA = \langle U, M \rangle \]

\( U \) is the user who made the request.

\( FC \) is the classified Features

### 4 Results and Discussion

The proposed system requires a minimum hardware such as an i3 and above processor with 2GB memory, 500GB hard disk. The operating system and software can be window 7 and other window operating system, an image input device: general anti-noise live camera. The proposed system is implemented in a way such that it can be used online with a live camera attached. Figures shown below are the various interfaces form the executed system. Figure 3 (a) shows the executing main interface of the proposed E-Learning system. It has two fields such as logging in and register. The users as student and administrator can register in the system. If the user is new, then he has to register as a new user.
When the user clicks the register field, it opens a new interface for registration. It is shown in Figure 3 (b). All the necessary details such as the name, email id, desired password, University id etc. will be given along with the face input image. The Facial image given as input for registration is shown in Figure 3 (c).
When the user is new to the system, then he have to click the face registration field. The face registration field opens a new interface for capturing the face. In this interface, the facial image of user is taken as input to the system for user registration. Interface of the user registration section is shown in Figure 3 (d).

![Face Registered](image)

**Fig. 3.** (c) Interface of the user registration

When the user clicks the login field, it opens a new interface for logging in. In this interface, the facial image of user is processed as input to the system for user recognition. Interface of the user recognition section is shown in Figure 3 (d).
After recognizing the user, the system will automatically open the respective user section. The system will give access to the system based on the type of user. If it is a student, then the student page leads to the examination, marks and the feedback section. If the user is an administrator or a faculty, then the administrator page will be opened as shown in Figure 3 (e).
The administrator section contains various fields such as insert courses, insert questions, modify the already available questions, result summary and the complete results section etc. will be displayed.

![Image of interface](image.jpg)

Fig. 3. (f) Interface for the faculty section

5 Conclusion and Future Enhancement

Application of E-Learning in the education system has been growing rapidly based on the application of IT designed for the substitute of traditional based learning approach. The online examinations conducted through this E-Learning platform should be secured especially from the unauthorized users trying to access the system for both the examination as well as administrating it. In order to make sure the access management, a novel authentication process using intelligent based agents is proposed in this paper. Various intelligent agents such as the user interface agent, feature extraction and classification agent, authentication agent and the connection establishment agent were used in this methodology. This model is novel since intelligent multi agents where used for the entire process of providing the access control. Intelligent agents present in this method perform different type of tasks. This agent based design aims at simple and efficient access control mechanism based on the user and their assigned roles. Future work can be the implementation of the proposed model with more datasets in order to calculate its efficiency and accuracy.
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